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Abstract: We are living in the big data era, as current technologies and
networks allow for the easy and routine collection of data sets in different
disciplines. Bayesian Statistics offers a flexible modeling approach which
is attractive for describing the complexity of these datasets. These models
often exhibit a likelihood function which is intractable due to the large sam-
ple size, high number of parameters, or functional complexity. Approximate
Bayesian Computational (ABC) methods provides likelihood-free methods
for performing statistical inferences with Bayesian models defined by in-
tractable likelihood functions. The vastity of the literature on ABCmethods
created a need to review and relate all ABC approaches so that scientists
can more readily understand and apply them for their own work. This ar-
ticle provides a unifying review, general representation, and classification
of all ABC methods from the view of approximate likelihood theory. This
clarifies how ABC methods can be characterized, related, combined, im-
proved, and applied for future research. Possible future research in ABC is
then suggested.
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1. Introduction
Bayesian models are applied for statistical inference in many scientific fields. The
posterior distribution is the main object of Bayesian Statistics and it is the result
of the combination of two information sources, namely the prior distribution,
which reflects extra-experimental knowledge, and the likelihood function, which
formalizes the information provided by the data through the use of a given
statistical model.
Posterior inferences with such models can be undertaken by applying classical
Monte Carlo (MC) methods, which provide iterative algorithms that can gener-
ate approximate samples from the posterior distribution, without the marginal
likelihood. They include Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, such as
Metropolis-Hastings (MH), Gibbs, slice, and adaptive rejection sampling algo-
rithms [e.g., 227, 44]; and include population MC [PMC, e.g., 51], sequential
MC [SMC, e.g., 66]), and other importance sampling (IS) methods [e.g., 166].
Alternatively, variational inference (VI) optimization methods can be applied
to find a tractable density function that minimizes the divergence to the exact
posterior density [30].
However, modern “big data” applications require complex models and de-
manding computational techniques; in some of these situations, MCMC or VI
methods may be extremely slow or even impossible to implement. ABC methods
are useful in the general scenario where for the given Bayesian model of interest
for data analysis, the likelihood is not easily evaluated or intractable, but it is
still possible to either draw samples from this likelihood conditionally on the
model parameters [e.g., 98, 277, 216, 23]; or to find a point-estimate of some
model parameter function based on a sufficient statistic of the data [e.g., 253],
on an empirical likelihood [185], or on a bootstrap method [e.g., 285].
Approximate Bayesian Computational (ABC) methods provide “likelihood-
free” methods for performing statistical inferences with Bayesian models defined
by intractable likelihood functions.
Since ABC was introduced [253, 216, 23], it has been applied to many sci-
entific fields, models, and problems involving intractable likelihoods. ABC has
been applied in independent and related fields of archaeology [e.g., 282, 260, 60];
astronomy and cosmology [e.g., 157, 50, 278, 4, 138]; various biology subfields
including cell biology [e.g., 135, 268, 269], ecology and molecular ecology [e.g.,
258, 282, 21, 122, 283, 151, 26, 91], evolutionary biology and molecular ecol-
ogy [e.g., 116, 127, 86, 233, 267, 21, 87, 167, 222, 244, 85], genetics [e.g.,
22, 36, 178, 255], molecular biology [e.g., 216], population biology [e.g., 83, 192,
18, 21, 28, 82, 274, 10, 75], population genetics [e.g., 23, 179, 249, 113, 251, 24, 84]
and phylogeography [e.g., 21, 116], synthetic biology [e.g., 14], systematic biol-
ogy [e.g., 253, 254, 17, 165], and systems biology [e.g., 252, 218, 219, 258, 21,
257, 164, 147, 155, 162]; climate science [e.g., 118]; economics including econo-
metrics, finance, insurance [e.g., 202, 199, 49, 207, 201]; epidemiology [e.g.,
241, 169, 180, 258, 21, 34, 1, 270, 173, 150, 110, 182, 232]; hydrology [e.g.,
272, 193], nonlinear system identification (SID) [e.g., 148]; nuclear medicine
[e.g., 89]; oncology [e.g., 238]; pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics [e.g.,
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47, 207]; psychology and psychometrics [e.g., 263, 139, 140]; signal processing
[e.g., 204]; stereology [e.g., 39]; and structural dynamics [e.g., 2, 52].
ABC methods have been developed to estimate various Bayesian models with
intractable likelihood, including alpha-stable [199], bivariate beta distribution
[57], coalescent [e.g., 253, 87], copula [106, 107, 108], differential equation [e.g.,
258], ecological [e.g., 283, 91], epidemic [e.g., 180, 181, 182, 150], extreme value
[81, 80], financial [e.g., 199], hidden Markov [e.g., 130], hydrological [e.g., 193],
image analysis [e.g., 193, 188], network analysis [e.g., 273, 92], order-restricted
[140], population evolution [e.g., 173], quantile distribution [e.g., 6, 73, 211], spa-
tial process [239], species abundance distribution [e.g., 124], state-space [16, 265],
stationary process [8], statistical relational learning [63], susceptible-infected-
removed (SIR) [258], and time-series models [e.g., 129, 128]. ABC methods have
also been developed for optimal Bayesian designs [76, 112], reinforcement learn-
ing [70], and the estimation of intractable integrated likelihoods [105] and for
approximate maximum likelihood estimation [e.g., 235, 208]; while a few stud-
ies of ABC asymptotics have emerged [e.g., 65, 13, 158, 159]. Currently, there
are at least 28 software packages and published program code for ABC analysis
[23, 7, 117, 95, 54, 53, 56, 134, 250, 168, 256, 32, 40, 163, 197, 276, 120, 141,
61, 125, 206, 260, 16, 90, 4, 195, 271, 131, 186]. A recent Google Scholar search
using the terms “Approximate Bayesian Computation” OR “Synthetic Likeli-
hood” yielded 8,480 publications, and this number continues to grow rapidly.
The vastity of the literature on ABC methods created a need to review and
relate all ABC approaches so that scientists can more readily understand and
apply them for their own work. This article provides a unifying review, gen-
eral representation, and classification of all ABC methods from the view of
approximate likelihood theory. Currently, any ABC method (algorithm) can
be categorized as either (1) rejection-, (2) kernel-, and (3) coupled ABC; and
(4) synthetic-, (5) empirical- and (6) bootstrap-likelihood methods; and can be
combined with classical MC or VI algorithms. However, given the vast ABC
literature, all of these methods may appear very different to scientists. Further,
all 22 reviews of ABC methods [179, 209, 177, 21, 28, 62, 114, 225, 242, 174,
263, 35, 176, 248, 12, 226, 80, 150, 165, 72, 243, 78] have covered rejection and
kernel ABC methods, but only three covered synthetic likelihood, one reviewed
the empirical likelihood, and none have reviewed coupled ABC and bootstrap
likelihood methods.
This article provides a unifying review, general representation, and classifi-
cations of all ABC methods, from the approximate likelihood theory view [79,
Ch.24]. This clarifies how these methods can be characterized, related, com-
bined, improved, and applied for future research.
Next, Section 2 begins to set specific ideas by describing some examples of
Bayesian models defined by intractable likelihoods for which ABC is known to
be successful, while explaining ways in which likelihoods can be intractable.
Then, Section 3 presents, for all ABC methods, the general approximate likeli-
hood representation to unify and classify them, and a general iterative IS (and
MH) MC algorithm for sampling approximate posterior distributions. On this
basis, Section 4 reviews the six types of ABC methods; Section 5 itemizes ABC
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methods that have been combined with either the classical MC, VI, or simulated
annealing algorithms; Section 6 covers ABC model choice methods; and Section
7 summarizes the available statistical software packages for ABC. Section 8
describes some open problems in ABC. Section 9 concludes the article.
2. Examples of Bayesian Models with Intractable Likelihoods
A Bayesian model is defined by a parameter vector θ, having space Θ ⊆ Rd,
a likelihood measure f(yn | θ) for a given data set (yn = (yi)
n
i=1) of n sample
observations with sample space Yn, and by a prior distribution (measure) with
density π(θ) defined on the parameter space, Θ ⊆ Rd. The likelihood and prior
densities are each a continuous p.d.f. and/or a discrete p.m.f., corresponding to
c.d.f.s F (yn | θ) and Π(θ), respectively.
According to Bayes theorem, a set of data (yn) updates the prior to a poste-
rior distribution, defined by probability measure π(θ |yn) = f(yn | θ)π(θ)/m(yn),
with marginal likelihood normalizing constant m(yn) =
∫
f(yn | θ)Π(dθ). Also,
fn(y) =
∫
f(y | θ)Π(dθ |yn) is the posterior predictive density of a future ob-
servable y. However, for many Bayesian models, the likelihood f(yn | θ) is an-
alytically and/or computationally intractable. Then, posterior inferences are
infeasible using analytical, MCMC, SMC, PMC, IS, VI, or other appropriate
methods.
We now proceed to describe three examples of Bayesian models defined by
intractable likelihoods, each of which has a posterior distributions that can be
estimated using ABC methods.
2.1. g-and-k Distribution
The first example of an intractable likelihood is defined by the g-and-k distri-
bution [172]. This distribution extends the normal distribution by allowing for
added skewness or heavier (lighter) tails, and can describe a wide variety dis-
tribution shapes with four interpretable parameters. The generalized g-and-k
distribution [172] is defined by the quantile function:
F−1gk (u;A,B, g, k) = A+B(1 + c tanh[(g/2)zu])zu(1 + z
2
u)
k, (2.1)
where zu = N
−1(u | 0, 1) is the standard normal N(0, 1) quantile function, and
has parameters θ = (A,B, g, k). Here, A ∈ R is a location parameter, B > 0 is
a scale parameter, g ≥ 0 controls skewness, k ≥ 0 controls kurtosis (tail size),
and c = .8 provides a standard choice of overall asymmetry constant [224, 171].
The likelihood p.d.f. of the g-and-k distribution has the form f(yn | θ) =∏n
i=1f(yi | θ), assuming that the given set of n sample observations yn = (yi)
n
i=1
are i.i.d. from f(y | θ). A Bayesian g-and-k model is completed by the spec-
ification of a prior distribution π(θ) on the space of the model parameters
θ = (A,B, g, k). However, the g-and-k likelihood p.d.f. has no closed-form ex-
pression in general. Instead, the likelihood p.d.f. is expressible in terms of deriva-
tives of quantile functions, and needs to be computed completely numerically
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for each of the individual data points yi [224, 211]. As a result, the computa-
tion of the g-and-k likelihood is slow even for a moderate data sample size n,
and hundreds of time slower than computing the normal p.d.f. [224, 211]. Then,
for the inference from the posterior distribution π(θ |yn) ∝ f(yn | θ)π(θ) of
the Bayesian g-and-k model, any standard MCMC approach is computationally
slow because it requires making n calls to numerical optimization to evaluate
the likelihood p.d.f. f(yn | θ) in each MCMC sampling iteration [211].
ABC can be employed for performing inferences from the approximate pos-
terior distribution of the parameters θ = (A,B, g, k), based on the specification
of a surrogate likelihood that approximates the exact g-and-k model likelihood,
but is less computationally costly. The rejection ABC (R-ABC) method (Sec-
tion 4.1) has proven to be a viable ABC method for this model, which is based
on finding parameter values which produce simulated (synthetic) data sets that
are similar to the observed data sets yn, based on summary statistics of each
data set [for details, see 211].
2.2. Mixed-Effects Model
The second example is given by the general mixed-effect model, which for the
jth observation within blocking factor k, is given by:
yjk = x
⊺
jkβ + bk + εjk, (2.2)
for j = 1, . . . , Jk and k = 1, . . . ,K, and n =
∑K
k=1Jk, where the xjk are
the fixed-effect predictor vectors, assuming bk
iid
∼ Fζ and εjk
iid
∼ Fσ with the
bk and the εjk uncorrelated. The mixed-effects model (2.2) has corresponding
likelihood:
f(yn | θ) =
∫ ∏
j,k
G(yjk − x
⊺
jkβ − bk)d
∏
k
Fb(bk). (2.3)
A Bayesian mixed-effects model is completed by the specification of a prior
distribution π(θ) = π(β, ζ,σ), with corresponding posterior p.d.f. π(θ |yn) ∝
f(yn | θ)π(θ).
The likelihood (2.3) is intractable virtually impossible to evaluate unless Fζ
and Fσ are standard distributions such as normal distributions. But it is well-
known that empirical violations of these assumptions would cast doubt about
the accuracy of the inferences from the posterior π(θ |yn). In principle, any
of the Approximate Bayesian Computational (ABC) methods (Section 4) can
be implemented to perform posterior inferences of the Bayesian mixed-effects
model with intractable likelihood.
2.3. Hidden Potts Model
The third example is provided by the Potts model, which originated in statistical
physics, and is now widely used for applications in image processing, spatial
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modelling, computational biology, and computational neuroscience. To explain
this model, let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} denote the pixels (nodes) of an image lattice,
where for each node i, the value yi ∈ {1, . . . , k} denotes the node’s state among
k possible states. The Potts model is a Markov random field model defined in
terms of its conditional probabilities:
Pr(yi | yi∼ℓ) =
exp{θ
∑
i∼ℓδ(yi, yℓ)}∑k
j=1{θ
∑
i∼ℓδ(yi, yℓ)}
, (2.4)
for i = 1, . . . , n, where θ ≥ 0 is the inverse temperature (scale) parameter,
i ∼ ℓ are the neighboring pixels of i, and δ(·, ·) is the Kronecker delta function.
For example, using a first-order neighborhood, i ∼ ℓ refer to the four pixels
immediately adjacent to internal node i of the image lattice, and pixels on the
image boundary have less than four neighbors.
A Bayesian Potts model is completed by the specification of a prior dis-
tribution π(θ) on [0,∞). According to Bayes’ theorem, given the data yn =
(yi)
n
i=1, the posterior distribution of the Potts model is given by π(θ |yn) ∝
f(yn | θ)π(θ), with likelihood defined by:
f(yn | θ) =
exp
(
θ
∑
i∼ℓ∈E
δ(yi, yℓ)
)
∑
y∗
n
∈ℑ
exp
(
θ
∑
i∼ℓ∈E
δ(y∗i , y
∗
ℓ )
) . (2.5)
The Potts model likelihood (2.5) is intractable because its denominator involves
a sum over all kn possible combinations of the labels yn ∈ ℑ. Clearly, the likeli-
hood computation time, and the inference of the posterior distribution π(θ |yn),
depends on the size n of the image lattice.
For the inference of the posterior distribution π(θ |yn), for large n, an MCMC
algorithm would be virtually impossible to implement because it would require
evaluating the likelihood, and rejection ABC (R-ABC) is time consuming be-
cause simulating a (synthetic) data set from the likelihood (2.5) is computa-
tionally costly. However, the synthetic likelihood (SL-ABC) and bootstrap like-
lihood (BL-ABC) approaches to ABC have proven to be successful in providing
inference from the posterior distribution π(θ |yn) of the Bayesian Potts model
with relatively low computational cost [see 188, 285]. the general SL-ABC and
BL-ABC methods are described in Section 4.
3. Approximate Likelihoods and Sampling Algorithm
We now introduce the general unifying representation of all ABC methods.
Each ABC method provides approximate inference of the posterior distribu-
tion π(θ |yn) = f(yn | θ)π(θ)/m(yn) for a given Bayesian model defined by
an intractable likelihood f(yn | θ), and by implication, an intractable marginal
likelihood m(yn).
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Specifically, ABC provides tractable posterior inference by replacing the exact
likelihood with an approximate likelihood that admits the general representa-
tion:
Lη(yn | θ) =
∫
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N )
∏N
k=1f(zn(k) | θ)dzn(k). (3.1)
Above, t(yn) is a vector of summary statistics of the data yn (possibly, t(yn) ≡
yn), which ideally are of low dimension (dim) and sufficient as the given Bayesian
model and data set permit; parameter identifiability requires dim(t) ≥ dim(θ).
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N ) is the kernel density function, given a parameter estimate
η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N obtained from N synthetic data set samples {zn(k)}
N
k=1
iid
∼ f(· | θ)
of size n(k) from the exact model likelihood. ABC methods that use N = 1
set t(zn(k)) ≡ t(zn), and methods that sample no synthetic data (N = 0) set
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N ) ≡ K(t(yn) | η̂θ,N ).
An unbiased estimator of the general approximate likelihood (3.1) is given
by:
L̂(S)η (yn | θ) =
1
S
S∑
s=1
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N ), {zn(k)}
N
k=1
iid
∼ f(· | θ). (3.2)
For discrete data, the indicator function kernelK(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N ) = 1(t(yn) =
t(zn)) provides an unbiased estimator of the exact model likelihood f(yn | θ)
[234]. For realistic settings, the equality constraint is replaced by some kernel
K in (3.2) that tolerates some small level of inequality.
The general likelihood (3.1) gives rise to the approximate posterior density:
πL(θ |yn) = Lη(yn | θ)π(θ)/mL(θ), (3.3)
with mL(θ) =
∫
Lη(yn | θ)Π(dθ). Theoretically, (3.3) exemplifies a limited in-
formation likelihood posterior when ηθ ≡ θ and t(yn) : 6= yn [214, 71, 284, 149,
142], and indirect inference [104, 115, 132] when ηθ 6= θ [74].
Using the general approximate likelihood representation (3.1), Table 1 sum-
marizes the six types of ABC methods proposed in the literature. They differ by
the choice of kernel function (K), the number (N) and method of sampling iid
synthetic data sets from the exact model likelihood f(yn | θ), and by whether
or not it implements indirect inference.
For any one of these six types of ABC methods, a general IS algorithm can be
employed for ABC inference of the posterior πL(θ |yn) in (3.3), for any function
g(θ) of interest, using the prior π(θ) as the instrumental density. For the general
inference of
∫
g(θ)πL(θ |yn)dθ, this integral can be rewritten as:∫
g(θ)Lη(yn | θ)Π(dθ)∫
Lη(yn | θ)Π(dθ)
, (3.4)
and estimated via IS by employing a sampling scheme of the form:
1
S
∑S
s=1g(θs)K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(z
(s)
n(k)
)}
θs,N
)
1
S
∑S
s=1K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(z
(s)
n(k)
)}
θs,N
)
, (3.5a)
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with {z
(s)
n(k)}
N
k=1|θs ∼ f(· | θs), and {θs}
S
s=1
iid
∼ π(θ).
The general IS algorithm is given by:
ABC Importance Sampling Algorithm (ABC-IS)
for s = 1 to S do
(a) Sample from prior, θs ∼ π(θ);
(b) Find estimate η̂
{t(z
(s)
n(k)
)}
θs,N
from N sampled data sets of size n(k),
{z
(s)
n(k) = (z
(s)
i )
n(k)
i=1 }
N
k=1
iid
∼ f(yn | θs) (if ABC method uses N ≥ 1);
(c) Set the IS weight for θs to ωs ≡ K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(z
(s)
n(k)
)}
θs,N
);
end for.
The ABC-IS algorithm yields output of S samples of the model parameters and
normalized sampling weights, (θs, ωs = ωs/
∑S
j=1ωj)
S
s=1, which can be used to
construct estimates of the posterior πL(θ |y) for parameter functions of interest.
The convergence of the output can be evaluated by the Effective Sample Size
statistic, ESS = 1
/∑S
s=1{ωs/
∑S
s=1ωs}
2 , which ranges from 1 to S (perfect
outcome where (θs)
S
s=1 are iid) [166].
The ABC-IS algorithm is conceptually simple, and can be easily parallelized
because Step (a) draws independent samples from the prior π(θ) over iterations.
Also, this algorithm can be applied to any one of the six types of ABC methods,
with respect to specific choices of N (for Step (b)) and the kernel function K
defining the importance sampling weight (for Step (c)), as summarized in second
and third columns of Table 1. More details in Section 4. We want to stress
that some users of the 6 different ABC methods may not at first immediately
recognize the ABC-IS algorithm, but the importance sampling feature is indeed
an integral part of these methods. For example, the popular, rejection ABC (R-
ABC) method employs the same algorithmic Step (a) to generate a prior sample
θs; and then samples N = 1 synthetic data set z
(s)
n(k) in Step (b) from the model
likelihood f(yn | θs); and then in Step (c) employs an IS weight defined by a
binary (0 or 1) valued function indicating whether the summarized data t(yn)
is close in distance to the summary t(z
(s)
n(k)) of the sampled synthetic data set.
Alternatively, an MH algorithm can be used (with weights ωs ≡ 1), by chang-
ing the ABC-IS algorithm so that step (a) draws θ∗ ∼ q(θs | θs−1) from a pro-
posal density (distribution) q, and step (c) accepts θs ≡ θ
∗ with probability:
min

1, K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k)s)}
θ∗,N )π(θ
∗)q(θs−1 | θs)
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k)s−1)}
θs−1,N
)π(θs−1)q(θ
∗ | θs−1)

 , (3.6)
based on the MH acceptance ratio.
Either the ABC-IS algorithm or the Metropolis algorithm can be extended
to versions (resp.) which adaptively find the optimal instrumental or proposal
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density (resp.) over iterations, with the aim of yielding Monte Carlo samples
of θ that more quickly converge to samples from the posterior distribution
πL(θ |yn). This includes Population Monte Carlo (PMC) [51], adaptive mul-
tiple importance sampling [55], and adaptive Metropolis algorithms [e.g., 231],
among others.
The following review of ABC methods is cast within the ABC-IS algorithm,
for simplicity and without loss of generality, unless otherwise indicated.
4. ABC Methods
Sections 4.1-4.6 review the six types of ABC methods (Table 1). They each
can be combined with other MC, VI, or simulated annealing algorithms, as
mentioned in Section 5.
4.1. Rejection ABC (R-ABC)
The R-ABC method is the oldest [98, 277, 216, 23]. R-ABC draws N = 1 syn-
thetic data set zn ∼ f(· | θ) in ABC-IS step (b), and then in step (c), it accepts
the sample θs when the distance ρt(yn),t(zn) between t(yn) and t(zn) is within
a chosen tolerance ǫ ≥ 0, thereby using the IS weight ωs ≡ 1(ρt(yn),t(zn) ≤ ǫ)
with indicator (kernel) function 1(·). The sampling algorithm is run until the
desired number of acceptances is obtained. Actually, the first R-ABC approach
[253] did not employ a sampling step, but instead based rejection decisions on
a maximum likelihood estimate θ̂ = argmaxθ∈Θ ft(t(yn)|θ) using a sufficient
summary statistic t(yn) of the data. However, this early method is limited to
relatively simple Bayesian modeling scenarios in which ft(t(yn)|θ) can readily
be computed and maximized over θ, whereas this limitation can be avoided by
employing the sampling step [23, pp.2025-6].
R-ABC approximates the exact model likelihood f(y | θ) by the proportion
of synthetic data sets that are similar to the observed data [69]. For discrete
data yn it may be natural to use no tolerance (ǫ = 0) and summary statistics
(t(yn) ≡ yn, t(zn) ≡ zn) [253]. For continuous data, some tolerance and sum-
mary statistics are more useful [98]. When t is sufficient, the R-ABC posterior
density function
πL(θ |yn) ∝
∫
1(ρt(yn),t(zn) ≤ ǫ)f(zn | θ)dznπ(θ) (4.1)
converges to the true posterior π(θ |yn) ∝ f(yn | θ)π(θ) as ǫ ↓ 0 [29]. Then,
π(θ |yn) = π(θ | t(yn)) for all θ [144, 154]. Hence the tolerance ǫ represents
model error [280].
Sampling only one (N = 1) synthetic data set per IS iteration provides a
good trade-off between computational and posterior estimation efficiency. This
is also true for kernel ABC (Section 4.2) and R-ABC-MCMC (Section 5) [38].
The output of R-ABC can greatly depend on the choice of the tuning pa-
rameters (ρ, t, ǫ). This has motivated developments of other ABC methods that
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ABC
Method
Kernel, K, of approximate likelihood:
Lη(yn |θ) =∫
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N
)
N∏
k=1
f(zn(k) | θ)dzn(k)
N
Indirect
Inference
Rejection 1(ρt(yn),t(zn) ≤ ǫ) 1 η ≡ ρ
Kernel K(ρt(yn),t(zn)), smooth 1 η ≡ ρ
Coupled
∫
1(ρt(yn),t(zn{u,θ}))π(u)du
π(u) : [0, 1]q → [0,∞)
0 η ≡ ρ
SL:
Synthetic
Likelihood
n(t(yn) | µ̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N
, Σ̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N
)
or K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N
)
>>1
large
η ≡ (µ,Σ)
or η ≡ K
EL:
Empirical
Likelihood
L̂eln (yn |θ) =
max
{p(θ) :p∈[0,1]n;
EF [h(Y,θ)]=0}
n∏
i=1
pi(θ)
pi ∈ [0, 1],
∑n
i=1pi = 1
0 η ≡ p(θ)
BL:
Bootstrap
Likelihood
f̂n(yn |θ) (or {f̂n,s(yn |θ)}Ss=1)
estimated from nested, single,(
n
m
)
, or n/m bootstrap of data yn
(per MC iteration s)
0 No
yn: data set, size n; f(· | θ): original/exact model likelihood;
{zn(k)}
N
k=1 are N samples of synthetic data sets zn(k) of size n(k);
t(·) data summary statistic (vector); 1(·): indicator function;
ρt(yn),t(zn) (e.g. Euclidean) distance of t(zn) to t(yn); ǫ > 0 tolerance;
K(t(yn) | η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N
): density of t(yn), given estimate η̂ from {t(zn(k))}
N
k=1;
n(t(yn) | µ̂, Σ̂): multivar. normal p.d.f., given estimate η̂ = (µ̂, Σ̂);
Ef [h(Y,θ)]: function h(Y, θ) expectation over f(y |θ);
f̂n: estimate of f(· | θ);
Table 1
The six types of ABC methods, by kernel (K), and number (N) of synthetic data sets
sampled per IS iteration.
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decrease or eliminate tuning parameter dependence, as described next in Sec-
tions 4.2-4.6.
4.2. Kernel ABC (K-ABC)
K-ABC employs a smooth kernel function K(ρ) without a tolerance ǫ, resulting
in the approximate posterior density:
πL(θ |yn) ∝
∫
K(ρt(yn),t(zn))f(zn | θ)dznπ(θ). (4.2)
After running the ABC-IS algorithm, the posterior mean of θ is estimated by:
∑S
s=1Kδ(||t(yn)− t(z
(s)
n )||)θs∑S
s=1Kδ(||t(yn)− t(z
(s)
n )||)
. (4.3)
K-ABC may employ the Epanechnikov kernel K(ρt(yn),t(zn)) ≡ Kδ(||t(yn)−
t(zn)||) with bandwidth δ > 0 and Euclidean norm ||·|| [23], and need not employ
summary statistics [280, 261, 264].
For K-ABC and R-ABC, if the summary statistic(s) obeys a central limit
theorem, then the posterior mean estimator of any parameter function can be
asymptotically normal (as n→∞), with mean square error equal to that of the
maximum likelihood estimator based on the summary statistic(s). Further, for
kernel ABC, this estimator is efficient in the sense that the MC error of ABC
increases its mean square error only by a factor of 1 + O(1/S) for a fixed MC
sample size S [159, 65].
4.3. Coupled ABC (C-ABC)
C-ABC [190] treats ABC as an inverse problem. A c.d.f. F (y) = Pr(Y ≤ y)
has a (generalized) inverse F−1(u) = infy{y : F (y) ≥ u}, and F
−1(U) ∼ Y
if U ∼ U(0, 1). This means that it is possible to use a deterministic (cou-
pling) function Z = f(θ,u) to map every realization y of the model like-
lihood f(· | θ) to a realization u ∈ [0, 1]d of the random vector U having
p.d.f. π(u). Further, multiple coupled synthetic data sets can be simulated as
zn(u, θ1), zn(u, θ2), . . . , zn(u, θk), using the same u over k parameter values,
θ1, θ2, . . . , θk, according to the solution of the inverse problem based on iden-
tifying the set Θz = {θ : z = zn(u, θ)}, given u. Table 1 shows that C-ABC
assumes an approximate likelihood defined by the kernel K(ρt(yn),t(zn{u,θ}))
that is marginalized over the p.d.f. π(u).
4.4. Synthetic Likelihood (SL) Methods
A SL method generates multiple (N ≥ 1) samples of synthetic data sets per
sampling iteration. The classical SL method assumes the approximate likelihood
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to be the multivariate normal p.d.f. n(· |µ,Σ), with η̂
{t(zn(k))}
θ,N = (µ̂θ,N , Σ̂θ,N )
the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) obtained from {t(zn(k))}
N
k=1, assuming
that the summary statistics t are asymptotically normal [283, 121]. In terms of
the ABC-IS algorithm, iterative step (a) generates a prior sample θs ∼ π(θ);
step (b) estimates η̂
{t(z
(s)
n(k)
)}
θ,N = (µ̂
(s)
θ,N , Σ̂
(s)
θ,N) from N sampled synthetic data
sets, and step (c) weights θs by ωs ≡ n(t(yn) | µ̂
(s)
θ,N , Σ̂
(s)
θ,N).
Several other SL methods relax the normality assumption, including those
that replace the normal SL by: a GARCH model with time-dependent nor-
mal heteroscedastic variances [99]; a finite mixture of normal experts model
with covariate-dependent kernel densities and mixture weights [88]; a Gaussian
process (GP) for each individual (marginal) summary statistic, assuming inde-
pendent summary statistics [184, 126]; a GP for the log SL [281], estimated by
sequential history matching [58]; a GP for the discrepancy between observed
and simulated synthetic data [111], estimated by Bayesian optimization [136];
and other general SLs [99, 74, 77, 111].
Other SL methods relax normality by instead employing: nonparametric ker-
nel density estimation [31, 152, 262, 188, 111]; minimum distance estimation
[96]; estimation via Hamiltonian dynamics [183]; an unbiased estimator of the
normal density function [100] assuming asymptotically normal summary statis-
tics t; and MC posterior estimation of the normal parameters (µθ,Σθ) [215].
4.5. Empirical Likelihood Method (EL-ABC)
EL-ABC specifies the kernel function by the empirical likelihood (EL),
Lη(yn | θ) ≡ L̂
el
n (yn | θ) =
max
{p(θ) :p∈[0,1]n;
EF [h(Y,θ)]=0}
n∏
i=1
pi(θ), (4.4)
subject to chosen constraints of the form EF [h(Y, θ)] = 0 [185]. For example, if
the model parameter represents the mean, θ = θ = Ef [Y ], and h(y, θ) = y − θ,
then the constraint is θ =
∑n
i=1piyi. The EL (4.4) assumes n i.i.d. observations,
but it can handle dependent observations by reformulating it as a dynamic
regression model that captures underlying iid structure. In terms of the ABC-
IS algorithm, EL-ABC in iterative step (a) draws a prior sample θs ∼ π(θ);
in step (b) finds the EL L̂eln (yn | θs); and in step (c) assigns the IS weight
ωs ≡ L̂
el
n (yn | θs).
4.6. Bootstrap Likelihood Method (BL-ABC)
BL-ABC [285] first estimates the exact model likelihood by a kernel density esti-
mate Lη(yn | θ) ≡ L̂
bl
n (yn | θ) of nested bootstrap samples of a point-estimator θ̂
of θ, from the original data yn [64]. The nested bootstrap has two stages. At the
first stage, J bootstrap samples of data sets {y
(j)
n }Jj=1 are generated, then point
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estimates {θ̂
∗
j = θ̂(y
(j)
n )}Jj=1 are computed from them (resp.), where each boot-
strap sample y
(j)
n is formed by drawing n samples with replacement from the
original data yn, for j = 1, . . . , J . At the second stage, for each of j = 1, . . . , J ,
a total K bootstrap samples of data sets {y
(j,k)
n }Kk=1 from y
(j)
n are generated
(K = 1000 recommended) to yield point estimates {θ̂
∗∗
j,k = θ̂(y
(j,k)
n )}Kk=1, and
the kernel density estimate:
L̂bln (yn | θ) ≡ f̂(θ | θ̂
∗
j ) =
1
Ks
K∑
k=1
ker
(
θ − θ̂
∗∗
j,k
h
)
, (4.5)
where ker(·) is a smooth (e.g., Epanechnikov) kernel with bandwidth h >
0. Then the bootstrap likelihood (BL) is constructed by fitting a scatterplot
smoother to the J pairs {(θ̂
∗
j , log f̂(θ̂n | θ̂
∗
j ))}
J
j=1. Here, θ̂n = θ̂(yn), and f̂(θ̂n | θ̂
∗
j )
provides an estimate of the likelihood of θ̂n given θ ≡ θ̂
∗
j [64].
For BL-ABC, the ABC-IS algorithm is run with step (a) drawing a prior
sample θs ∼ π(θ); step (b) is skipped; and step (c) calculates the importance
sampling weight by ωs ≡ L̂n(yn | θs). The empirical and bootstrap likelihoods
asymptotically agree to order n−1/2, and converge to the true model likelihood
f(y | θ) as n→∞ [64].
BL-ABC can be extended in a few ways, owing to the general nature of the
bootstrap method. First, if θ̂ − θ is a pivotal quantity such that θ̂ − θ ∼ H ,
with H not involving θ, then the bootstrap likelihood estimate L̂bln (yn | θ) can
be more simply constructed by the ordinary single bootstrap [37]. Second, BL-
ABC can be easily extended to handle non-iid dependent data through the use of
the regression residual, parametric, or the pairs bootstrap [285]. Third, BL-ABC
can incorporate R-ABC, but at a higher computational cost [285]. Fourth, if the
model parameter is scalar-valued (θ ≡ θ), BL-ABC can be used to construct an
empirical likelihood using a single bootstrap, without kernel density estimation
[198]. Finally, BL-ABC can been extended to ”n choose m” or m/n bootstrap
(m ≤ n) sampling per iteration [161].
5. Combining ABC with Other Algorithms
ABCmethods each have been combined with MCMC (usually MH), SMC, PMC,
VI, and simulated annealing (SA) algorithms, usually in order to speed up pos-
terior computations.
R-ABC-MCMC [179, 39, 275, 152, 101, 170], R-ABC-SMC [241, 229, 258, 200,
203, 67, 75, 237, 94, 103], R-ABC-PMC [24, 11, 189, 123] typically provide auto-
matic tolerance (ǫ) selection. The variance bounds and geometric ergodicity of
R-ABC-MCMC were studied in relation to that of the MH algorithm for mod-
els with intractable likelihood [153]. Also, VI including expected-propogation
(EP) methods were proposed to define K-ABC-EP, R-ABC-VI and K-ABC-VI
methods [15, 16, 259], and simulated annealing (SA) was proposed to define a
K-ABC-SA method [5].
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K-ABC-MCMC [264] and C-ABC-MCMC [191, 245] can mix better than R-
ABC-MCMC, especially in the tails of the target posterior distribution [241].
This may also be true for SL-MCMC [99, 74, 205, 19], SL-VI [196], EL-ABC-
MCMC, EL-ABC-PMC, EL-ABC-SMC [185], and BL-ABC-MCMC with MH
[161].
Random forests [42] was proposed to estimate the MH acceptance ratio as a
function of simulated summary statistics [205], based on bootstrap aggregation
[41] of the optimal classification predictions of many Classification and Regres-
sion Trees [CARTs; 43] fitted over resamples of the data yn. Classical SL’s
[283] normal synthetic likelihood amounts to assuming the quadratic discrimi-
nant analysis classifier.
6. ABC for Model Choice
Model choice aims to find the model from a set ofD considered models {Md}
D
d=1
that has the best predictive utility for the underlying process that generated the
given data set, yn. There are several ABC methods for model choice [216].
One method for R-ABC or K-ABC estimates the posterior model probabili-
ties from a multinomial logit regression of model indices on summary statistics
t(zn) sampled from an R-ABC algorithm, locally-weighted and conditionally on
t(xn) [86, 20, 33, 84, 212]. A method for R-ABC [97] approximates each model’s
deviance information criterion [246] by using kernel density estimation (toler-
ance ǫ bandwidth) of the deviance statistic, obtained from summary statistics of
posterior predictive samples generated per sampling iteration. Another R-ABC
method [143] employs an MH algorithm that proposes jumps between models,
based on the pseudo-marginal approach that handles intractable likelihoods [9].
A general ABC model choice method employs random forests [217], as follows.
First, a prior probability π(Md) is assigned to each modelMd with intractable
likelihood fd(zn | θd) and prior πd(θd), for a given set {Md}
D
d=1 of compared
models. Then a table is constructed by taking Nref samples of (d, t(zn)) from
π(Md)πd(θd)fd(zn | θd). Next, the method fits a CART Tb that classifies model
indices with t(zn), to each of B bootstrap samples (with replacement) of size
Nboot < Nref from the table. Finally, the single best predictive model from
{Md}
D
d=1 is identified as the one with the model index that receives the most
votes (optimal classifications) from the B fitted CARTs.
Finally, R-ABC, R-ABC-MCMC (MH), and R-ABC-SMC algorithms can be
extended for assessing the fit of a single model to data [221, 219, 228, 220].
7. Software Packages for ABC
There are at least 28 statistical software packages that support many of the ABC
methods that were mentioned earlier [in part, from 195, 145]. Table 2 provides
a summary of these packages. Nearly all packages are based on R-ABC, while a
few recent packages handle K-ABC or SL-ABC. Also, 9 of these packages can be
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ABC Package Author(s) ABC method(s) Models/Field
abc* [61] R-ABC General
abc distrib [23] R-ABC General
abc nnet [32] R-ABC General
ABCreg [256] R-ABC General
ABCtoolbox* [276] R-ABC, R-ABC-MCMC, General
R-ABC-PMC General
abctools [195] R-ABC
ABrox* [186] R-ABC, R-ABC-MCMC, Model selection focus
DREAM* [271] K-ABC-MCMC General
EasyABC [125] R-ABC, R-ABC-SMC, General
SL-ABC, K-ABC-SA
synlik [90] SL-ABC General
ABC-EP [16] R-ABC-EP State space (& related)
abc-sde [206] R-ABC-MCMC SDE
gk [211] R-ABC g-and-k (or h) models
2BAD* [40] R-ABC Population genetics
ABC4F [95] R-ABC Population genetics
Bayes-SSC [7] R-ABC Population genetics
DIY-ABC* [54] R-ABC Population genetics
msABC [197] R-ABC Population genetics
onesamp [250] R-ABC Population genetics
PopABC [168] R-ABC Population genetics
REJECTOR* [134] R-ABC Population genetics
msBayes [117] R-ABC Phylogeography
MTML-msBayes* [120] R-ABC Phylogeography
ABC-SysBio* [163] R-ABC, R-ABC-SMC Systems biology
WARN [260] R-ABC Archaeology
abcpmc [4] R-ABC-PMC Cosmology
astroABC [131] R-ABC-SMC Cosmology
CosmoPMC* [141] R-ABC-PMC Cosmology
Table 2
General and specific-purpose ABC software packages, including their methodological
capabilities. An asterisk (*) indicates an ABC package that provides model selection. (SDE
= Stochastic Differential Equation.
applied to general models, while all the other packages address specific models,
scientific fields, or focuses on model selection tasks.
According to Table 2 and the review of applications given in Section 1, R-ABC
seems to be most widely applied in the population genetics, phylogeography,
systems biology, archaeology, and cosmology fields. However, in the future it is
expected that fields will more frequently apply the more recent ABC methods
since they have some advantages over R-ABC.
8. Open Problems in ABC
The six types of ABC methods have proven useful for many applications of data
analysis. However, they are not fully satisfactory for reasons that are summa-
rized in Table 3. Table 3 defines the current open problems with ABC, described
in the following subsections.
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Inferences depend Computational issues? Provides
ABC
Method
on tuning
or estimator?
Curse of
dimension?
due to
big n?
model
choice?
Rejection ρ, t, ǫ,N In tuning Slow Posterior model
Kernel ρ,N, maybe t parameter sampling probabilities from
Coupled ρ, t, ǫ,N (ρ, t, ǫ,N) N synthetic regression of
SL t, N selection data sets model indices on t
EL Needs estimator Parameter Slow estim., No
BL of function of θ estimation resampling. No
Table 3
The open problems in ABC, including the computational complexity of each ABC method.
The table conveys that several aspects can together contribute to the compu-
tational complexity of each ABC method, such as the sample size or the number
of model parameters or variables. However, these issues may potentially be less
important as increasing computing power continues to become more available
[248].
8.1. Tuning Parameter (ρ, t, ǫ, N) and Point-Estimator Dependence
Posterior inferences from R-ABC, K-ABC, C-ABC, and SL-ABC can be very
sensitive to the choice of tuning parameters (ρ, t, ǫ, N) [e.g., 174].
A typical choice of ρ is the squared distance. But posterior inferences differ
across other reasonable choices of distance measures, and there does not seem
to be one ”best” distance measure for general ABC practice. K-ABC employs a
smooth kernel function Kδ(ρ) of ρ. The kernel bandwidth needs to be carefully
chosen, perhaps by matching the resulting posterior credible intervals with the
correct coverage levels [213].
When employed, summary statistics t should be sufficient. But sufficient
statistics are not available from many Bayesian models and data sets. Insufficient
summary statistics when used should be carefully selected to ensure accurate
posterior inferences [e.g., 68, 175, 230]. Many statistics selection methods have
been developed [137, 275, 194, 93, 3, 35, 102, 133, 236, 59, 187].
In R-ABC, the tolerance ǫ represents model approximation error [280] and
controls the trade-off between computational speed and estimation accuracy.
Running a R-ABC algorithm with overly-small ǫ requires many model eval-
uations due to the large rejection probability, making it time-consuming to
get a large number of acceptances. When ǫ is too large, the algorithm poorly
approximates and overstates uncertainty in the posterior distribution. Several
proposed solutions include selecting the tolerance from the MC sampling run
[241, 24, 258, 67, 240, 156, 52] or from posterior asymptotics [13]; and running a
R-ABC algorithm for each of the n components of a factorized exact model like-
lihood via the Markov property (if factorizable), possibly with lower tolerance
and computational cost and without (ρ, t) [279, 15, 18].
In SL-ABC, N controls the trade-off between computational speed and esti-
mation accuracy [e.g., 77], and inferences may be highly-sensitive to N when the
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SL is not smooth [111, Section 4]. Recent extensions of SL-ABC can decrease
this sensitivity [215].
Some issues are avoided by employing ABC methods that do not rely on
all tuning parameters (ρ, t, ǫ). K-ABC and C-ABC do not use ǫ and may not
require t, and SL-ABC does not use (ρ, ǫ), but they depend on other tuning
parameters. C-ABC requires solving the inverse problem, which is not possible
for all model likelihoods. For R-ABC, a method can select (ρ, t, ǫ) [223]. The
factorization method does not require (ρ, t).
In summary, there are many proposed solutions to address tuning parameter
dependence in ABC, but none appear to be neat and fully satisfactory.
EL-ABC and BL-ABC do not employ any tuning parameters. But they still
require a point estimator for p(θ) and θ (resp.), which may not be available for
the given Bayesian model at hand. In EL-ABC it can be difficult to specify the
moment constraints needed to estimate p(θ). See Sections 8.2-8.3 for related
issues.
8.2. The Curse of Dimensionality
The curse of dimensionality [25] can pose challenges to the tuning parameters.
In R-ABC, K-ABC, and C-ABC, squared distance is a typical choice for ρ, but
it suffers from the curse beyond three dimensions [e.g., 119], perhaps also true
for general distance measures of summary statistics [35]. Even when sufficient
statistics are available, they often have the same dimensionality as the sample
size. For instance, while dim(t) ≥ dim(θ) is required for parameter identifia-
bility, this implies that high-dimensional summary statistics t are required to
adequately describe the information of a high-dimensional θ. It is not uncom-
mon in ABC practice that dim(t)≫ dim(θ) [6, 39]. Otherwise, low-dimensional
sufficient statistics may be computationally intractable.
Proposed solutions include: performing a (linear, local, or nonlinear) regres-
sion of accepted proposed parameter values onto the distance between the sim-
ulated and observed summary statistics, and then estimating the posterior dis-
tribution by sampling the regression error distribution conditionally on zero
distance [23, 256, 31, 32, 193, 111]; performing regression adjustments on low-
dimensional marginal posterior distributions and summary statistics [193, 160],
since low-dimensional posteriors can often be estimated well; methods to reduce
the dimensionality of the summary statistics [35]; and the factorized likelihood
method using no tuning parameters (ρ, t) [279].
A high-dimensional model parameter θ also affects EL-ABC and BL-ABC
by making point estimation of p(θ) and θ (resp.) more challenging and time
consuming, especially when the data sample size (n) is large. Then, in EL-ABC
the constraints for p(θ) are difficult to specify [285], and in BL-ABC a large
number of bootstrap samples are needed for reliable kernel estimation of the
approximate likelihood. Low-dimensional summary statistics may help.
The ABC-PaSS algorithm [146] (i.e., ABC for Parameter Specific Statistics
ABC) was designed to tackle the problem of high-dimensionality that arises
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frequently in inference for complex models, which are typical in biology and
population genetics. This approach is based on Gibbs sampling, where each
parameter in the model is updated independently, and this update is accepted
or rejected based on the Euclidean distance of parameter-specific statistics to
the observed data.
8.3. Large Sample Size (n) Issues
For R-ABC, K-ABC, and SL-ABC, simulating N ≥ 1 synthetic data sets of size
n per sampling iteration can be computationally costly, especially when the data
sample size n is large. For certain parameter space regions, a small number of
simulations N may suffice to conclude that the approximate likelihood cannot
take on a significant value. Proposed solutions to such issues include an exten-
sion of SL-ABC that uses Bayesian optimization for estimating SL parameters
instead of simulating synthetic data [111]; and an R-ABC IS algorithm that
saves time by sometimes abandoning the simulation of synthetic data sets that
likely poorly match the observed data [210].
Approximate ABC (AABC) can provide a faster R-ABC method to simulate
synthetic data sets in settings where it is too computationally costly to directly
simulate from the exact model likelihood [46]. AABC initializes the ABC-IS al-
gorithm by drawing a small number N∗ of prior samples {θ∗}N
∗
k=1
iid
∼ π(θ) and
synthetic data sets Z∗ = (z∗n(k))
N∗
k=1
iid
∼ f(· | θ). Then after drawing θs in itera-
tive step (a), AABC in iterative step (b) draws φ from a Dirichlet distribution
with precision parameters given by the Epanechnikov kernel weights of {θ∗}N
∗
k=1
centered at θs, and samples a synthetic data set zn = (zi)
n
i=1 by drawing zi = z
∗
j
with probability φj for i = 1, . . . , n.
Large sample size (n) also slows point-estimation. This seems to be true for
SL-ABC extensions that estimate a GP per sampling iteration because this can
involve multiple inversions of n×n matrices, and true for EL-ABC and BL-ABC
which estimate p(θ) and θ (resp.) in each iteration.
8.4. ABC Model Choice Issues
All current ABC model choice methods employ summary statistics t, and also a
tolerance ǫ > 0 in some cases. Coherent R-ABC model choice requires sufficient
summary statistics [109, 68, 230, 45, 175, 48]. The results of ABC model choice
can be inconsistent when insufficient summary statistics are employed [230], and
can depend heavily on the information amount in the given data set [247]. But
as mentioned, sufficiency is not provided by many models and data sets, and
tolerance selection is not trivial.
Nearly all of the ABC model choice methods assign a prior distribution
π(Md) on the model space. This implicitly assumes theM-closed view of model
choice, namely that the true model that generated the data yn is in the set of
models {Md}
D
d=1 under consideration [27]. This view is not uncontroversial be-
cause the true model is often unavailable in practice, which anyway may not
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accurately predict future data given the available evidence yn [266]. Alterna-
tively, an M-open view may be adopted, avoiding the explicit construction of
an actual true belief model. In this case, model choice can proceed by comparing
models by posterior predictive performance of future data. This can be done un-
der minimal modeling assumptions by employing sample re-use cross-validation
methods to approximate the future data distribution.
9. Conclusions
ABC provides useful inferential methods for Bayesian models with intractable
likelihoods. On the basis of approximate likelihood theory, this article provided
a unifying review of ABC methods in the huge related literature. This allowed
for the methods to be concisely described, classified, and directly compared,
with the aim of promoting future use of ABC methods among scientists. The
review also informed a summary of some of the current open problems with
ABC methods. The review as a whole suggests some future research directions
in ABC, possibly by combining some of the virtues of K-ABC, SL-ABC, and
BL-ABC, while avoiding some of their issues.
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